Excitation mechanism of standing waves produced by electron beam plasma instability
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The excitation mechanism of standing waves produced by the electron beam plasma instability is experimentally studied using a Double Plasma device. When an electron beam is injected into the target plasma, standing waves around the electron plasma frequency are excited. A test wave is propagated in an electron beam plasma system and is identified as the beam mode from the dispersion relation. The propagation direction of the beam mode is determined from the wave pattern utilizing a phase shifter. It is found that a reflected beam mode exists as well as a forward beam mode, and is generated by the reflection of the forward beam mode from a potential well produced by the injection of the electron beam. The observed standing waves are formed by superposing the beam modes propagating in opposite directions from each other. © 1995 American Institute of Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

When an electron beam is injected into a plasma, unstable waves around the electron plasma frequency are excited by the electron beam plasma instability. The dispersion relation of this instability is written as follows:

$$\omega_{pe}^2 + \frac{\omega_{pb}^2}{\omega^2 - \frac{4}{3} \frac{e^2 n_e}{m_e} u_{the}^2 (\omega - ku)^2} = 1,$$

where $\omega_{pe} = (4 \pi e^2 n_e/m_e)^{1/2}$ and $\omega_{pb} = (4 \pi e^2 n_e/m_e)^{1/2}$ are the electron plasma frequency of bulk electrons and an electron beam, respectively. Here $u_{the}$ and $u$ are the electron thermal velocity and the electron beam velocity, and $n_e$ and $n_b$ are the density of bulk electrons and electron beam, respectively. As is well known, the electron beam plasma instability derived from Eq. (1) is the convective instability, namely, unstable waves spatially grow. In most of the experiments on the electron beam plasma instability, unstable waves have been observed as a traveling wave. On the other hand, there are some cases where standing waves are observed between the boundary in a plasma. Looney and Brown observed standing waves between two electrodes in a glass tube discharge plasma, where the waves did not grow or damp spatially. The standing wave pattern which they found were theoretically explained by Sumi using Eq. (1). Kawabe also obtained results similar to those of Looney and Brown. Furthermore, he observed fine structures of the electron plasma oscillation and the higher harmonics. Roberson et al. excited standing waves by inserting a grid in an electron beam plasma column, and measured the reflection coefficients of the electron plasma wave propagating into a density gradient.

A standing wave is generally formed by superposing a forward wave and a reflected one. Usually positive feedback is necessary for the excitation of unstable waves with standing wave patterns. Internal feedback transmitted in a plasma or external feedback transmitted through external circuits is considered as positive feedback. However, this feedback mechanism, which is one of the most fundamental processes in the electron beam plasma instability, has not been studied so far. When internal positive feedback takes place, unstable waves are reflected at a boundary and propagate oppositely in the plasma. So, it is very important to examine the propagation direction of unstable waves. The reflected wave damps if there is not a reflected electron beam, so that the reflected electron beam which is necessary for the excitation of the instability should exist. Thus, it is crucial for understanding the mechanism of positive feedback in an electron beam plasma system to measure the reflected electron beam.

In this paper, we excited the electron beam plasma instability whose wave number takes discrete values, namely, the standing wave and clarified its generation mechanism by measuring the energy distribution functions of electrons as well as the dispersion relation of the instability. Furthermore, we measured the propagation direction with a phase shifter. It is the first time, to our knowledge, to have confirmed the existence of both a reflected electron beam and a reflected beam mode. In Sec. II, the experimental apparatus is described. The experimental results and discussion are given in Sec. III. Conclusions are summarized in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus. Double Plasma (D.P.) device dimensions were 120 cm in axial length and 70 cm in diameter. The chamber was evacuated to $3 \times 10^{-7}$ Torr, and then argon gases were introduced into the chamber with pressures of $1.5 - 2 \times 10^{-4}$ Torr. In this chamber there were two caged made of multipole permanent magnets for surface plasma confinement and tungsten filaments as cathodes around the chamber wall. Thermal electrons emitted from the filaments collided with argon gases to generate a plasma. The chamber was separated into a driver region and a target one at the center by the separation grid kept at floating potential in order to control plasma parameters in these two regions independently. Typical plasma parameters in the experimental region were as follows: the electron density $n_e = 10^9 \text{ cm}^{-3}$.
and the electron temperature $T_e = 0.6$ eV. We generated an electron beam by the potential difference $V_s$ between the driver and target plasma. The energy of the electron beam was ranged from 50 to 70 eV and was proportional to the potential difference $V_s$.

Plasma parameters and wave signals were measured with a plane Langmuir probe. The density of the electron beam was obtained by the integration of the measured $I-V$ curve of the Langmuir probe. The energy distribution functions of electrons were obtained by the differentiation of the $I-V$ curve of an energy analyzer. The space potential was measured with an emissive probe. The frequency spectrum was obtained from the observed wave signals of floating potential using a spectrum analyzer. Axial wave patterns were measured using a standard interferometric method, and the dispersion relation of waves was obtained from these wave patterns. The propagation direction of the waves was determined from the interferometric wave patterns measured when the phase of the reference signal was changed by a coaxial typed phase shifter. It is the first time to specify the propagation direction of the unstable waves using the phase shifter.

### III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

O’Neil and Malmberg predicted that the mode characteristic of unstable waves in an electron beam plasma system changes depending on the energy distribution of an electron beam. To identify the mode of unstable waves excited by the injection of an electron beam, we measured the energy distribution function of electrons, in detail. Figures 2(a) and (b) show typical energy distribution functions of electrons, where $Z$ denotes a distance from the separation grid. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the energy analyzer was placed in the upstream direction. This figure shows that there is an incident electron beam passing from the separation grid to the chamber wall. This electron beam attenuates near the chamber wall. On the other hand, Fig. 2(b) is the result measured with the energy analyzer which was placed in the downstream direction. It is found that there is an electron beam attenuating from the chamber wall to the separation grid, which indicates the existence of a reflected electron beam generated by the reflection of the incident electron beam near the chamber wall. Therefore, the reflected wave can be unstable due to the reflected electron beam.

We measured the frequency spectrum of spontaneously excited unstable waves with a spectrum analyzer. Figure 3 shows typical frequency spectra measured at the center of the experimental region for various $I_T$. Here $I_T$ is the discharge current of the target plasma and is proportional to the plasma density in the experimental region. This figure shows that there are peaks around the electron plasma frequency. Note that the frequency corresponding to the strongest peak is discrete and becomes large as $I_T$ increases.

When $I_T = 80$ mA, the electron plasma frequency, $f_{pe}$, calculated from the plasma density is estimated about 160 MHz. From Eq. (1) the frequency at which the growth rate of the electron beam plasma instability becomes maximum is given as

$$\omega_c = \omega_{pe} - \frac{1}{2} \omega_{pe} \left( \frac{n_b}{n_e} \right)^{1/3}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

In this experiment $n_b/n_e = 0.005$, so that $\omega_c/2 \pi$ is about 149 MHz, which means that the strongest peak of 145 MHz shown in Fig. 3 corresponds to the frequency of the electron beam plasma instability with the maximum growth rate. We examined the frequency of the strongest peak of the unstable wave versus the plasma density when the energy of the elec-
tron beam was varied, as shown in Fig. 4. Here a solid line
denotes the frequency at which the growth rate of the wave
excited by the electron beam plasma instability becomes
maximum. This frequency was calculated from Eq. (2),
where \( n_e/n_i \) was assumed to be 0.005 and constant. When an
electron beam was injected into the plasma, the plasma den-
sity increased slightly, so that the increase in the plasma
density was calibrated to estimate \( \omega_e \). Figure 4 shows that
the frequency of the strongest peak of the spectrum becomes
large as the plasma density increases although there are large
scatter. This tendency agrees with that of the electron beam
plasma instability. Furthermore, the dependence of the fre-
quency on the energy of the electron beam qualitatively
agreed with that of the linear theory. As seen in Fig. 3, fine
structures were excited around the strongest peak. Thus, the
frequencies measured around the electron plasma frequency
distribute on the theoretical line due to the excitation of the
fine structures, as shown in Fig. 4. These fine structures are
considered to be caused by non-linear effects such as the
parametric effect, as Kawabe\(^{15}\) pointed out.

When two electron beams flow against each other, the
absolute instability may be excited.\(^5\) However, when there is
a background plasma whose density is much higher than that
of the electron beam like this experiment, the absolute insta-
‐bility is not excited. Thus, it is concluded that the instability
observed here is not the absolute instability but the convvec-
tive instability.

If the excited wave is a standing wave, the standing
wave pattern can be ascertained with a spectrum analyzer.
We measured axial profiles of the amplitude of the unstable
waves for various \( I_T \) with the spectrum analyzer. Figure 5
shows that the unstable waves are found to be partly standing
waves which are excited all over the experimental region.
Assuming that the wavelength obtained from the standing
wave patterns is half of the wavelength of the unstable
waves, the product of the wavelength and the frequency of
the waves is equal to the velocity of the electron beam.

The wave number of a standing wave is determined by
the boundary condition, so that the frequency of unstable
standing waves calculated from Eq. (1) becomes discrete.
Because of the discrete frequency of the standing waves, the
most unstable wave does not always have the frequency of
the maximum growth rate.\(^{14,15}\) The unstable wave at a fre-
quency corresponding to the available wave number is ex-
cited, and the frequency is closest to the frequency of the
maximum growth rate. Thus, there was the slight difference
between the observed frequency of the unstable wave, 145
MHz, and the numerically obtained frequency, 149 MHz.
Figure 5 indicates that the wave number is kept nearly con-

\[ \text{FIG. 3. Typical frequency spectra measured around the center of the experi-
mental region (Z=30 cm), where } V_T = 80 \text{ V.} \]

\[ \text{FIG. 4. Dependence of the frequency of unstable waves on the plasma}
density. A solid line denotes the frequency at which the growth rate of the
electron beam plasma instability becomes maximum, where open circles and
closed circles correspond to the experimental values for } V_S = 40 \text{ V and 80 V,}
respectively. \]

\[ \text{FIG. 5. Spatial profiles of the amplitude of the unstable wave measured with}
a spectrum analyzer, where } V_T = 80 \text{ V.} \]
const when the electron density is varied. This characteristic agrees with that of standing waves which have discrete wave numbers. It is concluded from these results that the unstable wave observed here is mainly the standing wave excited by the electron beam plasma instability.

In order to specify the mechanism of the generation of the standing wave, we measured axial profiles of the space potential in the experimental region using an emissive probe. Typical potential profiles for different energies of the electron beam are shown in Fig. 6, which indicates that there is a potential well between the separation grid and the chamber wall. Since the height of the potential well is varied by the energy of the electron beam, this potential well is considered to be caused by the injection of the electron beam. The standing wave seems to be formed in this potential well. Matsu-naga and Kato solved the Poisson equation using linear approximation, and obtained the electrostatic potential profiles formed by the injection of an electron beam. According to them, the potential at the interior of plasma is lifted when the damping rate of the electron beam due to collisions increases. These profiles are similar to ours.

In order to obtain the dispersion relation and the propagation direction of the wave, we excited a propagating test wave and measured wave patterns by the interferometric method, as illustrated in Fig. 7. In this experiment the plasma density in the region where waves were excited was nearly constant, and the electron plasma frequency $f_{pe}$ was about 160 MHz. Figure 7 shows that the waves with long wavelength ($\lambda \approx 7$ cm) are excited around the center of the experimental region. The amplitude of this wave is found to be nearly constant. On the other hand, the waves with short wavelength ($\lambda \approx 2$ cm) are excited near the chamber wall. Thus, these two waves are considered to be different modes from each other, because they have different wavelengths.

The waves with short wavelength were excited around the electron plasma frequency $f_{pe}$ near the chamber wall, as is also shown in Fig. 7. The dispersion relation obtained experimentally agrees well with the dispersion curve of the electron plasma wave. Also the Landau damping rate obtained experimentally agrees with that of the electron plasma wave. In order to determine whether this damping is caused by low frequency fluctuations or not, we measured the frequency spectrum around lower frequencies. However, the amplitude of the low frequency fluctuations was negligibly small. Therefore, the observed damping is specified to be the Landau damping. Furthermore, we measured the propagation direction of the waves using a phase shifter. It was found that the waves near the chamber wall propagate from the chamber wall to the center of the experimental region. These results mean that the wave excited near the chamber wall is the electron plasma wave propagating from the chamber wall to the center of the experimental region with Landau damping. Here, we focus on the wave excited around the center of the experimental region. The frequency of the wave is lower than $f_{pe}$ and agrees with that of the electron beam plasma instability. Figure 8 shows the dispersion relation obtained from the observed wave patterns, where a solid line denotes the theoretical dispersion curve of the electron beam plasma instability represented by Eq. (1). The experimentally obtained dispersion relation agrees with the branch of the beam mode of the dispersion curve. Propagation directions of test waves were measured using a phase shifter, as shown in Fig. 9. The phase of the reference signal of the lower wave patterns in these figures were delayed about $\pi/2$ against that of the upper wave patterns. Figures 9(a) and (b) show that there are two waves propagating in opposite directions from each other. The reason for which of the two waves is detected has not been understood. Figure 9(a) shows that there is a forward beam mode propagating from the separation grid to the chamber wall. Also, Fig. 9(b) shows a reflected beam mode propagating oppositely from the chamber wall to the separation grid. The former corresponds to the beam mode excited by the incident electron beam, and the latter to a reflected beam mode formed by the reflection of the forward beam.
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mode, respectively. These two beam modes did not damp, because the electron beam plasma instabilities were excited by the incident electron beam and reflected electron beam. Thus, the above results suggest that the standing wave is formed by superposing these beam modes propagating in opposite directions from each other. Furthermore, these results indicate that positive feedback necessary for standing waves is caused by the reflected beam mode propagating backward in the plasma. Roberson et al.\textsuperscript{16,17} measured the reflection coefficients of the electron plasma wave in an electron beam plasma system. In our experiment, the reflection coefficients of the beam mode were not measured, because we were interested in the excitation mechanism of standing waves in unstable systems.

Now, we specify the reason for the propagation of a reflected beam mode from the space potential well of the target plasma. It was found that as shown in Fig. 6, there are negative potential drops in front of the separation grid and the anode with permanent magnets near the chamber wall. It seems that this negative potential drop in front of the anode plays a role of the boundary. Then the forward beam mode was reflected at this point, and propagated as the reflected beam mode in the opposite direction. Thus, the forward and reflected beam modes were observed in this potential well produced by the injection of the electron beam. Therefore the standing wave is considered to be formed in this potential well.

Usually a standing wave is observed with a spectrum analyzer and a traveling wave is observed by the interferometric method with a phase shifter. In this experiment, both the standing wave and the traveling wave were observed simultaneously. This is explained as follows. The potential \( \phi \) of the forward wave and the reflected wave are assumed as \( \cos(kx - \omega t) \) and \( \Gamma \cos(kx + \omega t) \) respectively, where \( k \) and \( \omega \) are the wave number and frequency of waves, respectively, and \( \Gamma \) is the reflection coefficient. These two waves are superposed and rewritten in two ways:

\[
\phi = \Gamma \cos(kx - \omega t) + \Gamma \cos(kx + \omega t) + (1 - \Gamma) \cos(kx - \omega t)
\]

\[
= 2\Gamma \cos kx \cos \omega t + (1 - \Gamma) \cos(kx - \omega t), \quad (3)
\]

\[
\phi = \cos(kx - \omega t) + \cos(kx + \omega t) + (\Gamma - 1) \cos(kx + \omega t)
\]

\[
= 2 \cos kx \cos \omega t + (\Gamma - 1) \cos(kx + \omega t). \quad (4)
\]

When \( \Gamma < 1 \), the amplitude of a reflected wave is smaller than that of a forward wave, Eq. (3) can be applied. Then both a standing wave and a forward traveling wave are obtained. Also when \( \Gamma > 1 \), the amplitude of a reflected wave is larger than that of a forward wave, Eq. (4) can be used. Thus both a standing wave and a reflected traveling wave coexist. These results agree with our experimental facts that both the standing wave and traveling wave were observed.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

The excitation mechanism of standing waves observed in an electron beam plasma system was experimentally studied. There existed an incident electron beam and a reflected
electron beam in the electron beam plasma system. The standing waves were excited around the center of the experimental region by the electron beam plasma instability. Test waves were propagated and the dispersion relation was measured. It was found that both a forward beam mode and a reflected beam mode propagate in opposite directions from each other in the potential well caused by an electron beam injection. As a result, the standing wave was produced by superposing these beam modes.
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